
Embracing Difference.  

A research summit for change agents: Exploring how to encourage acceptance 
of different ways of working.  

Are you meeting resistance to alternative working practices or new ideas? How often do you hear ‘yes but…’?     

 

Reconfiguring roles, routines, and rhythms of work is disruptive. 
Demands to do things differently tend to upset people’s accustomed 
behavioural patterns, sense of security and emotional equanimity.  
Some individuals and groups react positively to the chance to 
change, some have a negative response. 

Professor Jane McKenzie will lead this 1-day Research Summit, 
which will examine the underlying reasons for resistance and 
explore some tools and techniques designed to open people’s eyes 
to the virtues of the new and different.   

The Summit runs on Monday 21st May 2018, from 9.30 to 17.00  

During the morning we will actively apply some helpful techniques for change agents, using them to 

  

 Examine the sources of resistance in your organisation – asking who, why and when? 

 Identify the signals of imminent resistance and consider how to distinguish them from worthwhile 

differences of opinion, such as positive deviance and devil’s advocacy – questioning what, where and 

how?  

 Explore the change agent’s role in responding to these challenges. 

During lunch you can continue the discussions with like-minded people facing similar challenges. 

During the afternoon we will experiment with a structured approach to embracing difference. This part of the 
workshop is designed to encourage individuals and groups to challenge limiting assumptions, work through the 
underlying cause of resistance and reframe their interpretation of the implications of change and develop a 
‘Yes AND..’ reaction to the unfamiliar and the novel.  

You will leave with full instructions on how to use each of the techniques practiced during the Summit, so 
you can integrate one or more of them into your practice as you work to advance change activities in your own 
organisation. Then you will be asked to participate in an hour follow-up interview about your experience of 
applying the different approaches in your change context. The findings from this combined with the toolkit will 
become a resource for other members of the Forum to learn from and deepen all our collective learning.  
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1 Picture source http://embracingdifferencesff.blogspot.co.uk/p/inspirational-quotes.html 


